For the initial thought experiment, suppose that we start values?" The biophysical properties of axons and denwith a small sample of cortical neuropil that is arranged drites dictate that wire should occupy 3/5 of the voljust like some actual cortical region (same shape, size, ume in an optimally wired gray matter. We have meaand relative positions of all axons, dendrites, and synsured the fraction of the volume occupied by each apses). We shall investigate the effect of changing the cellular component and find that the volume of wire volume of "wire": "wire" is made up of axons and denis close to the predicted optimal value. drites, and "non-wire" consists of boutons (or, more precisely, the portion of the bouton that is larger than Introduction the axon segment with the same length), spine heads, glial processes, and extracellular space. We consider The problem of wiring a brain can be appreciated by here samples of cortex without cell bodies and capillarconsidering the number of components that must be ies. Initially, we give our general argument in a simplified packed into every cortical region: a microliter of cortex form by supposing that wire consists only of axons and contains approximately 10 5 neurons, 10 9 synapses, and ignore the contribution of dendrites. Later we shall indi-4 km of axons (Braitenberg and Schü z, 1998). Furthercate why including dendrites in "wire" does not alter more, each cortical neighborhood must not only pack the conclusions we reach through this initial thought the cellular components at high density, but must also experiment. Our first goal is to examine the effect of have just the right balance of components. If too many changing axon diameter (while holding biophysical dendrites were present in a particular mm cube of corproperties of the membrane constant) on conduction tex, for example, insufficient space would remain for the delays from one point in the circuit to another. axons and synapses needed to make the required circuit Start with a limiting case in which axon diameters in connections.
where is the parameter that specifies the axon diameter as described above, v is volume of the hypothetical cortical piece relative to the real one (v ϭ 1 if ϭ 1), and φ 0 is the fraction of volume occupied by "wire" in the real cortical sample. This equation says that the volume of the cortical sample is made up of a wire component and a non-wire component whose volume (we require, for this thought experiment) is unchanged by altering axon diameters. If note that linear distances vary as v 1/3 as the volume of the sample changes. Once x() is known from solving increased to reduce conduction delays; the axon size the cubic equation for x above, this last equation permits is specified by a parameter , which is defined to be the relative conduction delay to be plotted (Figure 1 ). our hypothetical axon diameter divided by the diameter The result is that, as axon diameter is increased from of the corresponding axon in the real cortical region. zero, the conduction delay first decreases-as expected In our starting hypothetical cortical region, with zero from the fact that conduction velocity increases with diameter axons, would be zero, and when ϭ 1, the the square root of the axon diameter-but then inaxon diameter would be just what it is in the real brain. creases again after a certain diameter is reached, as As diameters of axons increase, the conduction delay described above. The critical point at which increasing would naturally decrease from its initial infinite value axon diameters starts to increase rather than decrease (when axon diameter is zero). As is further increased conduction delays comes when wire volume is 3/5 of (while biophysical properties of the axons are kept conthe total. For this thought experiment, we consider the stant), however, the conduction delay would reach a minimum and then start to increase (see Figure 1) , beoptimal cortex to be the one with the shortest conduccause increasing axon diameter has two opposing eftion delays when all cortical properties are fixed except fects. When diameter is increased, the conduction veaxon diameters. The cortex is optimal (has shortest delocity increases so delays become shorter, and this lays), then, when the wire takes up 3/5 of the total effect varies as the square root of the axon diameter.
volume.
But increasing axon diameter requires that axons be
In the preceding discussion, we based our argument longer: since axons run in all directions, a particular axon entirely on axons and their properties, but "wire" also must go farther to reach its synaptic target because of includes dendrites. If the diameter of dendrites is inthe volume added by the larger sizes of all of the other creased, their length constant increases and signals axons whose diameters are also increased. This inpropagated passively along the dendrite are attenuated creased length causes longer conduction delays and less. In fact, the dendritic length constant is proportional opposes the greater conduction speed. As axon volume to the square root of dendrite diameter, just as the conbecomes sufficiently large, the length of axons induction velocity of axons is proportional to the square creases linearly with diameter. The conduction delay is root of their diameter (Rall et al., 1992). A more detailed axon length divided by conduction velocity, so conducversion of the analysis given above including attenuation tion delay would increase like the square root of diameof signals by dendrites demonstrates that when either ter ( 1/2 ) in the limit of large diameters. Some axon diamethe axonal delays are minimized (while dendritic attenuter must, then, be optimal in minimizing conduction ation is fixed) or the dendritic attenuation is minimized delays. According to the analysis that follows, the mini-(while axonal delays are fixed), the volume fraction of mum conduction delay occurs when the volume of wire axons and dendrites combined is 3/5. Therefore, any is 3/5. cost function monotonic in axonal delays and dendritic To determine the conditions for which conduction deattenuation is minimized when wire fraction is 3/5. lays are at a minimum, we must relate the volume of our cortical sample to the axon diameter (measured by use that term here. In each of the three cortical areas, we have analyzed four independent samples of neuropil (one sample apAlthough similar data reported previously (Braitenpears in Figure 2A) Figure 2 , where the various components are colored (yellow for dendrites and green for axons).
Wire Fraction Estimated by Electron Microscopy

The histogram of relative proportions of each category
Second Thought Experiment The same equation that led to the conclusion that axonal is presented in Figure 3 ; the fraction of wire is 0.59 Ϯ 0.036 (N ϭ 4) for layer IV of visual cortex, 0.62 Ϯ 0.055 conduction delay and dendritic cable attenuation are minimized when the wire fraction is 3/5 also has other (N ϭ 4) for layer Ib of piriform cortex, and 0.54 Ϯ 0.035 (N ϭ 4) for the stratum radiatum of hippocampal field consequences; we consider two additional thought experiments to elucidate these consequences. For the CA1. The overall average is 0.585 Ϯ 0.043; these values are not statistically different from the optimal 3/5.
next two thought experiments, we shall start with the cortical circuit as it actually is-that is, we shall suppose farther to reach their targets-we consider a third thought experiment: imagine a cortical region in which all of the connections and the cortical operation (including axon conduction delays and passive dendritic cable the circuit diagram, conduction delays, and cable attenuation are kept constant, but we change component attenuation) are kept constant-and explore the consequences of rearrangements of this circuit.
positions. The effect of this perturbation is characterized by the "layout" parameter that specifies the increase The goal of the second thought experiment is to determine the relation between wire fraction and synapse or decrease in average wire length necessary to form the circuit. For example, if the layout of neurons were density. For this thought experiment, start with a hypothetical cortical region that is identical to a real piece changed so that the same circuit connections required wires 25% longer than those in the actual brain, then of cortex except all of the synapses (boutons and spines) have been removed. Each bouton is replaced by a length ϭ 1.25. The equation that relates wire fraction φ to the layout parameter is of axon with the same diameter as the corresponding interbouton axon segments. In this thought experiment,
we imagine adding synapses (in their real locations) with the parameter specifying the fraction added relative Setting the derivative of with respect to φ equal to to the actual number. When ϭ 0, we have no synapses zero and solving for φ max , the wire fraction that makes in the hypothetical cortex, when ϭ 1, we are back to this function a maximum, we find that φ max ϭ 3/5. That the actual cortex, and when is greater than one, we is, neural components of a brain with wire fraction 3/5 would have a hypothetical cortex with a greater synaptic may not be wired less efficiently than they are, unless density than the real one (and with some synapses that some compromise is made such as decreasing the numwere not present in the real case). In all cases, compober of synapses or increasing conduction delays. In this nents are pushed together (and wires are shortened to sense, then, the arrangement of actual components is travel as directly as possible) to fill vacant space, or optimal when the wire fraction is actually 3/5. separated to make room for the added synapses but are otherwise unchanged in size or biophysical properties. Discussion The fraction of the volume occupied by synapses in the real cortical region is taken to be , a value deterOur observation of an actual wire fraction close to the mined by the number of synapses and their average size; predicted 3/5 argues that conduction delay and cable synaptic size, in turn, is set by functional considerations attenuation are close to their minimal values, and that such as the number of synaptic vesicles that are rethe "layout" parameter and number of synapses (given quired to sustain the desired release rates, and we keep the actual cortical architecture and the properties of this size constant to examine the effect of changing other elements) are close to the maximum. Therefore, just synaptic number. For this thought experiment, we we suggest that these parameters play a key role in suppose that the axonal conduction delays and dendetermining cortical architecture. We must stress, howdritic cable attenuations are constrained to have their ever, that we do not know that cortex was designed to actual values, so that the equation relating the relative be optimum in these ways. That is, the properties of volume of the cortex to the starting wire fraction (φ 0 ) cortical circuits that have been optimized might be and number of synapses () is something else, and the fact that the quantities we have found to be at their extrema is a consequence of optimizv ϭ φ 0 v 5/3 ϩ (1 Ϫ φ 0 Ϫ ) ϩ ing some property we did not consider. is altered, other components can be rearranged or occurs when the wire fraction is 3/5 and, in this sense, slightly deformed to fill in all of space (without changing the cortical circuits are optimal when the wire fraction that component's size). This assumption means that is actually 3/5; in order for the number of synapses to when the volume of one component is modified, the exceed this maximum, some other characteristic of the linear dimensions of the sample vary as the cube root brain's structure or function must be altered, such as of the changed volume. Our assumptions would be viothe conduction delay from one location to another or lated if we were to generalize our argument beyond the the size of synapses.
Any theoretical treatment of cortical circuits is, of
neuropil by including the glial and neuronal cell bodies (15.9% Ϯ 0.9% of the cortical volume for our sample of neocortex) and the blood vessels (1.3% Ϯ 0.4% of the Third Thought Experiment A third aspect of wiring optimality relates to the effineocortical volume) because their linear size is much greater than that of the neuropillar components we conciency in arrangement of neural components such as cell bodies or synapses. To examine the effects of rearsider. If we ignore this problem and apply our argument ranging components-for example, moving cells from one place to another so that axons would have to travel to the gray matter including the cell bodies and blood vessels, we find that the wire fraction depends on the Experimental Procedures. We are not aware of any data classification of these components as "wire" or "nonthat permit us to estimate the extent to which these two wire." If we assume that the cell bodies and blood vesassumptions are inaccurate. sels do not scale with the axons and dendrites and thus Our observations have an interesting consequence classify them as "non-wire," we find that the wire fraction for notions about memory storage in the brain. Longis 50%. If the cell bodies scale the same way as the size term memory is often considered to involve the formaof axons and dendrites, then they should be included tion of new synapses (Bailey and Kandel, 1993; Luscher in "wire," which would result in wire fraction of 66%. et al., 2000) but, according to our analysis, an increased These percentages are hard limits on the empirical value number of synapses could not be accommodated withof wire fraction. In reality, the cell bodies and blood out degrading performance in some way because the vessels are likely to scale weakly with the axons and cortex is already optimally wired in the sense that the dendrites, and, therefore, should be classified partly as number of synapses is already maximal. To fit in addi-"wire" and partly as "non-wire" thus yielding wire fractional synapses without compromising performance, tion close to 60%. some synapses would have also to be eliminated. If Also, we assumed that the wire distribution is isotropic memories were stored by increasing synapse size, com-(that is, axons and dendrites run equally in all directions). pensatory decreases in synapse size would have to acThis assumption would be violated if we were to extend company to maintain optimal wiring. our argument to the cortical white matter. In addition,
The idea that neural circuit design is under pressure we assumed that axonal and dendritic diameters can to minimize signal delay and attenuation dates back to be varied independently of biophysical properties of Cajal (1995 
General Equation Relation of Conduction Delay to Wire Fraction
The general equation that relates the wire fraction φ to the axon To find the equation that relates the normalized conduction delay conduction delay , the dendritic cable attenuation ␣, the density to the relative wire fraction to φ, start with the last equation above. of synapse , and the "layout parameter" is We need to eliminate v 1/3 and and replace these variables with and φ. The first step is to eliminate by using the expression for
2/3 , the conduction delay, ϭ v 1/3 / 1/2 . This manipulation gives where φ 0 is the wire fraction in the actual neuropil, is the fraction v ϭ -4 φ 0 v 5/3 ϩ (1 Ϫ φ 0 ) of volume that is occupied by synapses in the actual neuropil, and φ a is the proportion of the wire fraction that is taken by axons. The The next step is to eliminate v in favor of φ, the fraction of the parameters , ␣, , and are all normalized so that they equal 1 for volume occupied by wire in the perturbed sample, by using the the actual neuropil; for example, the average conduction delay from equation for the non-wire volume v(1 Ϫ φ) ϭ (1 Ϫ φ 0 ); this equation one synapse to the next along an axon is ϭ 1 for an actual neuropil. makes use of the fact that the non-wire volume does not change This equation incorporates the three equations that were derived when we vary . When v is eliminated from the equation above, the in the previous sections. They can be obtained by setting all parameresult is ters (, ␣, , ) except one to unity. We assumed that both axonal conduction velocity and dendritic The electronmicrographs were digitized at 600 dpi. Using Photoshop (Adobe), the different profiles (for identification criteria see (6)) were colored in separate layers. Binarized images of those layers were measured using MetaMorph (Universal Imaging).
